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Theme of  Sexuality in Edward ll  

The historical Edward II's sexuality remains uncertain. But Marlowe's 

character Edward is portrayed as openly homosexual. He has an intimate 

relationship with Gaveston and with Spencer Junior after Gaveston's death. 

Edward's sexuality is controversial in the court. Noblemen call Edward's lovers 

"minions," a derogatory term for a servile follower. And since homosexuality 

was considered a sin in 14th-century England, Edward is acting outside the 

authority of the church. Act 1 indicates the Bishop of Coventry, a powerful 

figure in the Catholic Church, is the driving force behind Gaveston's exile. The 

play considers the court's aversion to homosexuality, the public, transparent 

nature of Edward's affairs, and the compromising influence Edward's lovers 

hold over the monarchy. 

Homophobia or fear of homosexuality influences the barons' hatred for 

Gaveston, although they rarely admit this outright. Aside from being the king's 

lover, Gaveston is a foreigner who comes from France. Gaveston's sexuality and 

his origins make him an outsider whose presence threatens the cohesive power 

structure of the court. In Act 1, Scene 4 Mortimer Juniorcomplains about 

Gaveston's gaudy clothing from continental Europe. Mortimer Junior later 

accuses the king of parading into battle with fancy robes, suggesting effeminate 

behavior associated with homosexuality. The implication is that the king's 

sexuality affects his self-presentation. He isn't a masculine hero who can defend 

England in battle, Mortimer Junior suggests. Edward's torture and confinement 

to a dungeon in Act 5 may hint he is being punished for what the barons view as 

deviant behavior. The assassin Lightborne's tenderness toward Edward—

imitating the speech of a lover—is another sophisticated form of cruelty. 

But Edward's public same-sex relationships also become a way to flaunt his 

power. Early in the play Mortimer Senior tells Mortimer Junior many successful 

rulers and wise men have had same-sex love affairs. Mortimer Junior replies the 

king's affair is not subtle or discreet.  

Edward makes no attempt to hide his preference for men. He verbally 

expresses his love for Gaveston, choosing his lover over his court and his 

queen. He even gives Gaveston a seat beside him on the throne. By contrast, 

Edward's wife, Queen Isabella, has to keep her own affair with Mortimer Junior 

a secret. The king takes advantage of his unlimited authority to make his private 

affairs a public matter. 
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Although Edward faces prejudice and homophobia, he isn't blameless. He 

favors his lovers to a degree that compromises his rule. Since Edward's lovers 

are men, he can appoint them to prominent positions women can't hold in court. 

He gives both Gaveston and Spencer Junior earldoms, coveted and influential 

spots in English nobility, despite Spencer Junior's youth and Gaveston's humble 

background. And both Gaveston and Spencer Junior are aware of their power. 

In Act 1, Scene 1 Gaveston describes how he will seduce the king through 

sexually charged entertainment. Spencer Junior later tells Baldock he plans to 

earn higher status by taking advantage of Gaveston's attraction to him. 

tborne he is a monarch before his execution. 


